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S2S Current 2012 Activities

Procurement

S2S Governance Working Group

S2S Pilot State Working Group
2012 – 2013 Activity Forecast

S2S
- Technical Design and State Procedures
- Privacy and Security Plans
- Governance Model
- Cost Model
- Pilot Definition and Evaluation Criteria
- User Agreement

VLS & Passport
- Pilot Evaluations
- Best Practices

DIVS Annual Privacy and Security Review
2013 – 2014 Activity Forecast

S2S
- System Development and Testing
- Test Plans
- Disaster Recovery Plan
- Implementation Plan

VLS and Passport
- Cost & Governance Models for transition from USCIS Birth Record and DL/ID Verification
- Pilot Definition
- System Development and Testing

DIVS Annual Privacy and Security Review
2014 – 2015 Activity Forecast

S2S
- Pilot Operations and State Implementations
- Pilot Evaluation Report
- Best Practices

VLS and Passport
- Operations/Transition to Long-term Governance Entity
- Birth Record and DL/ID Verification
  - Pilot Evaluation Report
  - Best Practices
  - Model Reciprocal Relationship between DLAs and VRAs
  - Transition to Long-term Governance Entity

DIVS Annual Privacy and Security Review
2015 – 2016 Activity Forecast
S2S
- Additional State Implementations
- Operational Reports
- Implementation Progress Reports
- Exit Strategy
- Transition to Long-term Governance Entity

DIVS Annual Privacy and Security Review

DIVS Final Report on Program Effectiveness
Participation opportunities:

S2S Governance Working Group
S2S Pilot Working Group

Other DIVS committees:

• Privacy and Security Subcommittee
• Business Subcommittee
• IT Subcommittee
Thank You